
WEST BERKSHIRE MINERALS & WASTE PLAN EXAMINATION 

COMMENTS ON EXAM9 

John Cowley, Director, Mineral & Resource Planning Associates Ltd, for and on behalf of 

Mr and Mrs Mills, , Chieveley, Berkshire 

Introduction 

1 These comments on EXAM9 are submitted by John Cowley of Mineral & Resource 

Planning Associates Ltd on behalf of Mr and Mrs Mills of , Chieveley. 

2 EXAM9 has been submitted by Grundon. It challenges the widely accepted 

conclusion of the Mineral Products Association (MPA) and others in relation to the market 

share of mortar captured by factory mixed mortars.  West Berkshire Council (WBC) has not 

produced any response to EXAM9 and one may presume that WBC concurs with the 

conclusions in EXAM9.   

3 The thesis of Grundon, therefore apparently shared by WBC and presumably 

accepted by Cuesta as advisor to WBC, is that site mixed mortar supplies over 50% of the 

production of mortar in the UK and that dry screened sand is the only resource for the 

supply of mortar.  

 4 Grundon submitted EXAM9 following contact with and questions put to the MPA.  

Subsequent to that contact Grundon made its own assessment assumptions as to the 

market for dry-screened building sand for use in mortar.  

The MPA Assessment of Market Capture 

5 The MPA has stated frequently that in recent years that over 80% of the mortar used 

in the mortar market is supplied from factory mixed mortar.  The rump of mortar mixed ‘on-

site’ over recent years has been less than 20%.  This picture is generally confirmed by the 

main aggregate producers in the UK, by the construction industry and by independent 

business research.   

6 The current MPA Mortar webpage (mortar.org.uk) states:  

“Over 80% of mortars used in the UK today come from factory-produced sources as opposed 

to being mixed on site”.  

7 The MPA membership includes all the major producers of aggregates and mortar in 

the UK and the conclusion of the MPA as to the dominance of factory mixed mortar is 

agreed by those producers.  

8 The MPA assessment is based on (i) figures of the delivery of bricks and blocks in the 

UK from the BEIS, (ii) how much mortar is required to lay those bricks or blocks, and (iii) how 



much of that total mortar demand was satisfied by factory produced mortar.  These are 

actual sales of bricks and blocks aligned with tried and tested assessments of the use of 

mortar.  This mechanism has been used by the MPA, or its predecessors, for decades.  Such 

assessments have been proven to be acceptably accurate over the years.   

9 The MPA data included in EXAM 9 shows that over the last few years that factory 

mixed mortar used for laying brick and block was around 3.0 million tonnes.  On the MPA 

assessment of total mortar used, factory mixed mortar therefore makes up, on average, 

over 80% of the mortar used for block and brick. 

10 The MPA approach does not make allowance for mortar used in natural stone walls, 

laying of ridge tiles, laying of external slabs and tiles, etc, which will under-estimate mortar 

use.  However that is in total a minor quantity.  In any event such uses may mainly use 

coarse ‘sand’ or grit, which in stone walls will in many instances be crushed rock fines.  The 

MPA approach also does not make allowance for blocks used in ‘block and beam’ 

construction where no mortar is used.  That will over-estimate mortar use.  These 

considerations probably cancel each other out.   

The Conclusions of Grundon in EXAM9  

11 In EXAM9 Grundon note that; (i) total sales of building sand recorded in Aggregates 

Monitoring 2019, (AM 2019) was 5.276 million tonnes; but (ii) only circa 2.7 million tonnes 

of factory produced mortar (MPA members only) was used to lay the bricks and blocks.   

12 Grundon then leap to the erroneous conclusion in EXAM9 that the remaining 

building sand production of circa 2.6 million (5.3 minus 2.7) tonnes was used in ‘on-site’ 

mixed mortar.   

13 The resultant of that is, on the Grundon basis, that mortar use in GB is 200% of that 

estimated by the MPA.  On that basis Grundon assess that factory mixed mortar only makes 

up around 45% of the supply for GB. 

14 However, that would imply that either (i) the MPA have consistently over decades 

miscalculated mortar production and use by over 200%, or (ii) that BEIS statistics on brick 

and block production are in error by over 200%.  Neither scenario is likely.  

Comment on the MPA and Grundon Assessments 

15 The percentage of circa 80% used in my representation is primarily taken from press 

releases, industry and technical publications and business research reports, including those 

published by the Mineral Products Association (MPA).  All confirm the steady increase in 

market capture by factory mixed sources.  Those assessments similarly document the steady 

decline in the production of site mixed mortar.  



16 While there is no public data base on mortar production, business research 

organisations have undertaken assessments of the increase in factory mixed mortar and of 

the locations of mortar factories, both within the UK and globally.  Prominent in that are 

reports for the UK produced by BDS Marketing Research (QMJ) Ltd which company 

undertakes various detailed assessment of the aggregates industry and sectors such as 

mortar production within the UK.  The company is well respected in the minerals industry 

and due to its status maintains good communications with the industry in relation to its 

assessment reports.  The company now comes under the Quarry Management Journal 

control, one of the leading sources of information on all aspects of aggregate production.   

17 BDS have produced reports on mortar at various dates.  The summary of such 

reports are widely published in the technical and industry press.  The last detailed 

assessment of the mortar market was in reports published in 2015 and 2018 which update 

previous reports.  Those reports note the inexorable, but gradual, rise in market share of 

factory mixed mortar over the last two decades. That made up circa 63% of sales in 2006 

(with site mixed being the remainder), rising to 76% in 2014 and an estimated market share 

of circa 84% in 2018.  Actual sales have been in line with that forecast.  

18 These reports support the contention of the MPA etc that factory mixed mortar has 

captured over 80% of the UK mortar market. 

19 There are no business reports or documents which support the thesis of Grundon 

and which agree that factory mixed mortar has captured a smaller share of the market in 

line with that thesis. 

The MPAs position regarding EXAM9 

20 The conclusions in EXAM9 are contrary to the assessments by the MPA.  I therefore 

contacted Mick Russell at the MPA to appraise him of the contents of EXAM9 and seek the 

comments of the MPA on a note which I prepared which sets out the actual position. 

21 I enclose in Appendix A (i) a copy of the email exchange between us setting out the 

issue, and (ii) a copy of my original note with (for full transparency sake) the comments of 

Mr Russell on behalf of the MPA in track changes. 

22 These show that the MPA do not accept the thesis of Grundon as set out in EXAM9.  

In relation to the extent of the mortar market captured by factory mixed mortar the MPA 

agrees that this is at least 80%.  In relation to the ‘fine aggregate’ resources used in such 

mortar it was agreed that a wide range of mineral sources was used across the UK including 

washed sand (from bedrock and drift deposits), marine dredged sand, crushed rock fines 

and recycled aggregates.  



23 The MPA note that the factory mixed proportion has experienced a slight fall in 

market share from 86% to 80% over the last four years but will increase.  This fall was in my 

view just an expression of normal market fluctuations. 

24 My note references that the MPA notes that very significant quantities of fine 

aggregate sold as ‘soft sand’, building sand, etc, does not go to mortar end use but is 

consumed in a range of other bound and unbound uses and that Grundon has erred in the 

assumption that all such aggregate goes into mortar. 

25 The MPA note in the email of 24th June 2022 that; “on the whole we agree with the 

statements in your document”. 

26 The MPA does not accept the thesis of Grundon and has not proposed to change its 

considered position in relation to (i) market capture, (ii) the wide variety of ‘fine aggregate’ 

used in mortar, or (iii) in relation to the quantity of sand actually used in mortar. 

Uses other than in Mortar 

27 The thesis of Grundon relies fundamentally on the assumption that all of the fine 

aggregate sold as ‘soft sand’, building sand, etc was used in mortar. Grundon has been 

misled by that assumption and it is important to ensure that the Hearing is not mislead. 

28 The MPA notes that very significant quantities of such minerals were used other 

than in mortar. 

Use in Concrete Production   

29 One such non-mortar use is where the aggregate is used in concrete.  We know from 

the specific situation in West Berkshire that this can be a significant non-mortar end use.   

The whole basis of consent at Copyhold was a non-mortar use where the ‘soft sand’ was to 

be used in concrete (concrete tiles).  Further, as confirmed by the witness on behalf of 

Grundon at the Old Kiln Quarry appeal in 2012, sales from that quarry (which immediately 

adjoins the Chieveley Services proposed allocation) went both to mortar and non-mortar 

uses including, as noted, “high specification concrete applications” (paragraph 11.1.8, 

evidence of Steven Fidgett).   

30 For the last 20 years therefore circa 50% of sales from WBC of building sand/’soft 

sand’ have been to non-mortar applications. 

31 Similar situations prevail in many other locations where ‘soft sand’ or building sand is 

significantly used in non-mortar applications.  That has been the typical situation over 

decades and is generally confirmed in historical surveys (including the original ‘Waters 

Reports’ back in the 1950s) and in the latest BGS ‘Directory of Mines and Quarries 2020’  

32 In Hampshire for example the two quarries working the Folkestone Formation at 

Kingsley and Frith End (‘soft sand’ according to Hants CC, and WBC and the WBC ‘Soft Sand 



Study’ produced by Cuesta) in the north of the County produce both industrial and 

aggregate sand.  The aggregate sand produced is for non-mortar use as well as mortar use.  

More specifically the non-mortar use is in concrete. 

33 For Kingsley this is confirmed in the planning statement accompanying the 2018 

application where it is stated in paragraph 5.1.4 that:  

“Kingsley sand is also an important source of construction sand for use in ready mixed 

concrete and concrete products.  The sand is also suitable for use in mortar products.”   

34 Frith End is actually operated by Grundon.  The Grundon website notes that the 

quarry produces “a range of building and sharp sands” (my underlining: from Grundon 

website https://grundonquarries.com/quarries/frith-end).  As perceived by HCC, Grundon, 

WBC and Cuesta, ‘sharp sand’ equates to concreting sand for use only in concrete. 

35 Therefore, in Hampshire as in West Berkshire, a significant percentage of the sales of 

‘soft sand’ go to concrete end uses.  

36 We also know, from published reports (see for example the South Downs National 

Park – Soft Sand Study, Capita Symonds, 2012) and planning application documents, that for 

at least the last 70 years very substantial volumes of sand from the ‘soft sand’ (Folkestone 

Formation) deposits elsewhere (in Kent, Sussex and Surrey) have been sold for non-mortar 

use, principally in concrete.  That suitability is confirmed in the Silica Sand Study, Cuesta, 

2016 for West Sussex CC at paragraph 2.2 where it is stated that “soft sand may also be used 

… in concrete products”. 

37 A similar picture prevails across the whole of the UK where ‘soft sand’ may be used 

in concrete as well as mortar.  In most locations the end use of the mineral is indivisible 

between mortar and concrete. 

Other non-mortar uses 

38 There is a diverse range of other non-mortar uses of ‘soft sand’/building sand.  I set 

out below some of such uses.  I do not intend to fully explore those uses as that would be 

excessive.  There is no published data on such uses. 

 Blinding over hardcore prior to DPM placement 

 Cable and drainage pipe bedding 

 Backfilling utility repairs 

 Backfilling minor road works 

 Stock bedding sand – cheaper than specified stock bedding sand 

 Liner protection for landfill, irrigation ponds, landscape features 

 Surface dressing gardens 

 Drainage layer under gardens, etc 

https://grundonquarries.com/quarries/frith-end


 Sports Turf applications – cheaper than ‘sports’ sand  

 etc 

Resources other than dry screened sand 

39 As the MPA confirms there is a wide range of resources of fine aggregate used in 

mortar.  These include washed sands, marine aggregate, crushed rock and recycled 

materials. 

40 Many parts of the UK have no significant actively worked resources that can produce 

dry screened sand.  What such resources there are may not meet the relevant specification.  

41 Contrary to EXAM9 a wide range of materials can be used in both site mixed and 

factory mixed mortar.  Fine aggregate for mortar is not restricted to dry screened sand.   

Conclusion 

42 The thesis set out in EXAM9 by Grundon is based on an erroneous assumption of 

mortar use across the Country and is neither evidenced nor supported elsewhere.  That 

thesis is not accepted by the MPA and is contrary to numerous published reports and 

statements. 

43 The mortar market share captured by factory mixed mortar is circa 80%.  There is a 

small rump of site mixed mortar.  Mortar ‘sand’ (fine aggregate) is sourced from a wide 

range of minerals.  Dry screened sand is but one of those sources.  It is not the only source 

and in some locations it is not available.   

44 The provisions in the Plan for sand for mortar production are excessive and contrary 

to the demands of the market.  The assessment of demand by Cuesta fails to consider the 

impact of factory mixed mortar, that impact on the minimal demand for site mixed mortar 

and the resulting minimal demand for fine aggregate (‘soft sand’ as noted by Cuesta) that 

arises in WBC. 

45 Disregarding any other inadequacies, any ‘exceptional circumstances’ test 

undertaken by WBC, or relied on by the authority, with regard to justification for extraction 

of ‘soft sand’ in the AONB, does not therefore consider properly or adequately the potential 

to meet demand for fine aggregate for mortar.  Specifically, need has been overstated, no 

national supply considerations apply, and demand can be met in some other way. 

46 The failings identified in EXAM9 underscore the irrational and unacceptable 

provisions in the Plan in relation to demand for sand and the harm to the AONB. 

47 The Plan is clearly unsustainable and unsound. 

John Cowley  30.06.22  



APPENDIX A: WEST BERKSHIRE MINERALS AND WASTE LOCAL PLAN  

Representations on EXAM9 by John Cowley 

RE: Mortar - West Berkshire Minerals Plan 

From: Mick Russell 

> 

To: JOHN COWLEY 
 

Date: Fri, 24 Jun 2022 9:59 

Attachments

 

WEST BERKSHIRE  

MPA N...docx (21 KB)  

Hi John, 
  
Please see attached document with a couple of added notes. 
  
On the whole we agree with the statements in your document. 
  
Regards, 
Mick Russell 
MPA Mortar Manager   
Mineral Products Association 
Registered Office:38-44 Gillingham Street, London, SW1V 1HU 
M       Email     W  www.mortar.org.uk  
 
  

    
    

Confidentiality: This e-mail and its attachments are intended for the above name only and may be confidential. If they come to you in 

error, you must take no action based on them, nor must you copy or show to anyone. If you have received this email in error, please 
contact us to advise. Registered in England as Mineral Products Association Limited No.1634996, Gillingham House, 38-44 Gillingham 
Street, London, SW1V 1HU. 
  
From: JOHN COWLEY > 
Sent: 22 June 2022 07:13 
To: Mick Russell < > 
Subject: Re: Mortar - West Berkshire Minerals Plan 

  

Hi Mick 
  
Thanks for discussion last week.   
  
Have prepared a short note (attached). 
  
Is this OK? 
  
Are you OK for me to submit to Inspector? 
  
Regards 
  
John 

https://apis.mail.aol.com/ws/v3/mailboxes/@.id==VjN-jD0b3xeXbhp1FkVurFlBOEmVCVRjM5yVjkbQIqKWR9SnqrekoT452-Qo2WApROrGGH4nkLovJSeSm65J69qU1w/messages/@.id==AIEXEs15dV7HYrV9AQ4NqDcshkc/content/parts/@.id==2/refresh?appid=aolwebmail&ymreqid=390e3418-484a-1d69-302c-5a0022017700
https://apis.mail.aol.com/ws/v3/mailboxes/@.id==VjN-jD0b3xeXbhp1FkVurFlBOEmVCVRjM5yVjkbQIqKWR9SnqrekoT452-Qo2WApROrGGH4nkLovJSeSm65J69qU1w/messages/@.id==AIEXEs15dV7HYrV9AQ4NqDcshkc/content/parts/@.id==2/refresh?appid=aolwebmail&ymreqid=390e3418-484a-1d69-302c-5a0022017700
http://www.mortar.org.uk/


WEST BERKSHIRE MINERALS AND WASTE LOCAL PLAN 

NOTES ON CONTENT OF EXAMINATION DOCUMENT EXAM9  

Introduction 

1 This note has been prepared by John Cowley (JFC) of Mineral & Resource Planning Associates Ltd 

following discussions between JFC and Mick Russell, MPA Mortar Manager on 13 June 2022, in relation to the 

conclusions set out in EXAM9.   

2 EXAM9 has been submitted by Grundon following questions put to the Mineral Products Association 

(MPA) by Grundon in relation to various points relating to mortar supply, particularly (1) the share of the 

mortar market now captured by factory mixed mortar (dry silo and ready-mixed) compared to that which is 

site mixed, (2) the state of that share, and (3) the aggregate used in mortar. 

Factory Mixed Mortar Share of Market 

3 The MPA provided information to Grundon on its assessment of the market share. Extracts from that 

are set out in EXAM9.   

4 That MPA information is based on BEIS and MPA data.  It concludes that around 80% of mortar 

demand is met from factory mixed mortar.  That figure is confirmed in various other published documents and 

public statements (produced by the MPA and the constituent mortar producers, the construction industry, 

business research bodies, etc).   

5 In EXAM9 Grundon has chosen to disagree with this figure.  It suggests that the factory mixed mortar 

share of the market is around half of that 80% (circa 45% for GB).  It basis this on its assumption that all sand 

sold as ‘soft sand’ or fine aggregate or building sand or mortar sand (circa 5.276 million tonnes in AM 2019) 

was only used in mortar.  On that basis the remaining 55% would be produced site mixed.  

6 Mr Russell concluded that Grundon has erred in the assumption that all such sand sold was used in 

mortar.  He noted that very significant quantities of such material were used both unbound and bound for a 

wide variety of construction uses other than as mortar.  That has been the situation for decades.   

7 Mr Russell emphasised that monitoring undertaken by the MPA confirms that the mortar market 

share captured by factory mixed mortar is currently around 80% and that there is no evidence to support the 

contrary circa 45% figure suggested by Grundon. 

8 The market share now captured by factory mixed mortar and the substantial use of sand in non-

mortar uses noted by the MPA accords with the monitoring undertaken by the MPA (or predecessors) over 

decades.  It accords with numerous other published data that period.  It also accords with the knowledge and 

experience of JFC over 50 years.     

Assertion that the Factory Mixed Share is Reducing 

9 Grundon asserts in the conclusions of EXAM9 that the share of the mortar market captured by factory 

mixed products is reducing.   

10 Mr Russell does not accept that assertion.  He noted that the share may fluctuate over the years but 

that the market captured was still increasing because of the need to demonstrate assured product compliance 

and other economic etc advantages that flow from using factory mixed mortar compared to site mixed mortar. 

11 There is no indication or evidence to support the assertion of Grundon that the share is reducing.    

Commented [MR1]: Persumably Grundon asked for the figure in 
general and specific to the locations of their quarries? 

Commented [MR2]: A slight reduction in share has been noted 
by the MPA, but only from 86% to 80% over four years. 



Assertion by Grundon that Dry-Screened Sand is the Main Source of Sand in the Production of Mortar  

12 In the conclusions of EXAM9 Grundon states that the main sand source for use in factory mixed 

mortar is dry-screened sand.   

13 Mr Russell confirmed that such conclusion is not correct and would appear to flow from an 

interpretation error of Grundon.   

14 He noted that a wide variety of fine aggregate resources are used both in factory mixed and site 

mixed mortar.  In that context he noted that in many parts of the country there are no ‘sands’ suitable for dry-

screening to produce an aggregate within the specification. 

15 He confirmed that the resources used in mortar include washed marine dredged sand (which 

dominates supply in parts of Wales, the North West, etc); washed sand from bedrock and drift deposits; 

crushed rock fines; and recycled aggregates (including China Clay sand, etc) and that dry-screened sand made 

up only a proportion of the GB total supply. 

16 This wide range of resources is well documented in various publications.  Such resources have been 

used for many decades. 

17 A significant point which Mr Russell stressed was that the specification for mortar relates to 

“aggregates for mortar” (not just unconsolidated ‘sand’ in the geological sense) and specifically includes 

natural fine aggregates (unconsolidated sand, crushed ‘sand’, crushed rock fines), manufactured and recycled 

aggregate.   

CONCLUSION 

1 The MPA does not accept the market share interpretation by Grundon.  Evidence confirms that the 

market share captured by factory mixed mortar is currently circa 80%. 

2 The MPA does not accept the interpretation by Grundon that the market share is reducing and 

conclude that the market share captured by factory mixed mortar will increase. 

3 The MPA does not accept that mainly dry-screened sand is used in factory mixed (or site mixed) 

mortar and note that a wide variety of materials are used across the Country. 

 

John Cowley 21.06.22  

    

 




